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ABSTRACT 

Phenol is an important commodity for the chemical industry, used for many processes and deemed to be a major pol- 
lutant due to its xenobiotic nature and high toxicity. For the purpose of phenol bioremediation a biotechnological set up 
consisting of a continuous packed column bioreactor with Candida tropicalis adhered onto activated carbon beads has 
been previously described. In this work, we show how the integration of available experimental data of such a biotech- 
nological set up into a mathematical model, can lead both to a better comprehension of the underlying physiological 
mechanisms operating in the cell culture, and to the identification of the system parameters optimum performance. The 
model so constructed describes the dynamics of phenol uptake and growth rates by the adhered and suspended biomass; 
the lethality rates; the adhered biomass removal into suspension or adherence onto carbon beads rates and the phenol 
and biomass (adhered and suspended) concentrations. It also serves to identify different physiological states for the ad- 
hered and the suspended biomass; its predictions being verified by comparing with experimental observations. Based on 
the model description, different optimization strategies are proposed, some of which have been experimentally tested, 
encompassing changes in bioreactor operation conditions, process development and strain development. 
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Mathematical Modeling 

1. Introduction 

Phenol is an important commodity for the chemical in- 
dustry, used for resins production, synthetic fibers and 
pharmaceuticals [1]. Altogether these industries account 
for 80% of the utilization of the 6 million tons/year of the 
phenol world production [2]. It is also the by-product of 
petrochemical plants and paper mills. Phenol, due to its 
xenobiotic nature paired to a high toxicity at low concen- 
trations in water [3], is a major pollutant. 

The last two decades have witnessed an increasing 
awareness for cleaner manufacturing practices and for 
preserving water resources. Given the toxic and harmful 
effect of the phenol effluents coming from industries, in- 
creasing attention has been devoted to phenol removal 
from wastewater streams [3-5]. The current treatment for 
phenol physical removal involves adsorption plus oxida- 
tion or desorption, both being energy consuming and 

costly [5]. Thus, bio-oxidation has become a suitable, 
low-energy consuming alternative, albeit at slower rates 
than sorption processes [6]. Therefore, attempting higher 
bioprocess rates is a biotechnologically relevant goal. 

Yeasts show the ability to oxidize and cleave aromatic 
rings where phenol, being a reduced carbon source, can 
serve as an energy rich nutrient [7-9]. In this regard sev- 
eral process strategies have been proposed [5]. Among 
the reported strategies for phenol bioremediation are the 
use of aerobic granulated consortiums [3] and cell im- 
mobilization [10-12]. In the second case, where self- 
adherence of cells onto porous solid surfaces occurs, an 
increased conversion rate of substrates by yeasts is ob-
served [13]. Reference [9] has shown that, in a phenol- 
degrading granular consortium, a film of Candida tropi-
calis on the surface is formed. However, it has been also 
demonstrated that phenol displays growth inhibiting and 
lethal effects on yeast cultures [9,14]. 

A strategy employing at a trade-off between higher  *Corresponding author. 
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phenol uptake and growth-inhibition and lethality has 
been recently reported [11]. In the present work, based on 
the experimental observations made by these authors, we 
have built a mathematical model of this set up. In the 
report alluded to, the experimental results are presented 
graphically and described phenomenologically. Refer- 
ence [11] reports total phenol removal for most of the 
experimental conditions tested. Overall phenol removal 
rates could be calculated from the experimental meas- 
urements performed as also adhered and suspended bio- 
mass concentrations were measured. Several processes 
can be inferred from the experimental set-up, namely the 
process of cell adherence to, and disengagement form, 
the activated carbon beads; adhered and suspended cell 
lethality and, most importantly, the phenol removal dis- 
criminated for the adhered and suspended cell popula- 
tions. Since the experimental set-up did not allow the 
calculation of the rates of these processes a model of this 
bioprocess in power law formalism [15,16] was built. 
Based on this model we aim first, to get insight on the 
basic mechanisms involved in the phenol mineralization 
and cell growth and then, to use this knowledge to define 
optimization goals. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. The Experimental Set up 

The modeled process is described in [11]. It consists of a 
sparged, packed column bioreactor running in continuous 
mode with phenol-saturated activated carbon beads pre-
viously colonized with Candida tropicalis. In addition to 
the suspended cell culture, activated carbon beads pro-
vided a bed where adhered Candida tropicalis cells grew; 
both cultures (either in liquid or onto solid phase) being 
in a dynamic equilibrium (Galíndez-Mayer; personal com-
munication). Micrographs in the paper alluded to, show 
yeasts growing discretely on the carbon beads, and no 
biofilm formation. 

The process start-up was reported by [11,17]. After the 
saturation of the carbon beads with phenol, colonization 
was carried out and transient process kinetics ensued at a 
low feed at the necessary rates to achieve the experiment- 
tal dilution rates. Phenol concentration was measured in 
the bio-reactor. The transient kinetics experimental con- 
ditions are used to simulate the phenol uptake batch proc- 
ess employing the suitable kinetic equation and parame- 
ter values. 

The system was fed with a phenol-compounds mixture 
as sole carbon source. Steady state biomass (total and 
suspended) and unconverted phenols concentrations were 
measured at three different phenol inlet concentrations 
and feeding rates. 

Two types of experimental behavior were observed. At 
low to medium phenol load rates (up to 50 mg·L1·h1), 

an almost null outlet phenol concentration and a high 
biomass concentration with a high adhered/total biomass 
ratio resulted. At higher phenol load rates, reduced bio- 
mass concentration and high phenol outlet concentrations 
were observed. In these conditions the adhered/total bio- 
mass ratio observed was lower than in the previous con- 
ditions. 

2.2. The Model 

Figure 1 shows the proposed kinetic model of the ex- 
perimental set up for phenol bioremediation by using C. 
tropicalis [11]. According to this scheme there are three 
independent variables, the medium phenol concentration, 
PhS; and the suspended XS and adhered XA biomass 
concentrations. The physiology of phenol biodegradation 
shows the importance of oxygen in the process [18,19]. 
Nonetheless, the bioreactor configuration and operation 
provided an oxygen transfer rate and mixing assuring an 
abundant supply of oxygen [11]. Stoichiometric calcula- 
tions (results not shown) demonstrate the oxygen culture 
medium concentration to be almost constant, so it was 
discarded as a variable. 

Phenol is fed to the system at a constant rate VPhin and 
leaves the bioreactor at a rate VPhout. These rates are a 
function of the phenol concentrations PhS and the volu- 
metric flow rate. Once within the culture medium, phenol 
is taken up at a rate (RPhA) by the adhered- and a rate 
(RPhS) by the suspended-yeast biomass and used for bio- 
mass growth and energy production. The growth yields on 
phenol are described in the model by the parameters S 
and A for the XS and XA, respectively. The XA and XS 
yeasts decay at different rates (RXAD and RXSD, respec- 
tively) and are dislodged (Rd) or immobilized (Ra) at 
rates according to each experimental condition. Sus- 
pended cells (XS) leave the system at the VXSout rate. In  

 

 

Figure 1. Kinetic model of the phenol degradation with C. 
tropicalis in a fluidized-bed bioreactor. Solid arrows repre-
sent input and output or process rates while dotted lines 
represent regulatory signals (curved dotted line for phenol 
effect on its uptake, straight dotted line for phenol effect on 
yeast cell decay rate). The curved arrows from PhS to the 
medium represent phenol mass conversion to metabolites 
and/or end products other than biomass. 
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The corresponding rate equations in Equations (1)-(3) 
are given by the following power law kinetics: 

the chosen power law formalism [15,16] the transport 
and bio-kinetic phenomena rates are expressed as a ki- 
netic rate multiplied by the variables concentrations in- 
fluenced by a kinetic coefficient to weight the impact of 
the concentration on the rate assessed. 

1 2gPhS gPhS
PhS PhSR PhS XS           (4) 

1· 2gPhA gPhA
PhA PhAR PhS XA           (5) 

In the model there are two types of regulatory signals. 
Those from PhS to the phenol uptake rates, RPhA and 
RPhS and those from PhS to the yeasts decay rates RXAD 
and RXSD. The first ones are represented in the model 
equations by the kinetic order parameters gPhA1 and 
gPhS1. In this case the values of the regulatory parame- 
ters quantify the net influence of the phenol concentra- 
tion on the biomass growth. In the second ones, the cor- 
responding parameters gXAD2 and gXSD2, account for 
the negative effect of phenol on yeast biomass due to its 
toxic nature. 

ga
a aR XS                  (6) 

gd
d dR XA                   (7) 

1 2gXSD gXSD
XSD BSDR XS PhS             (8) 

1 2gXAD gXAD
XAD BADR XA PhS            (9) 

In Equations (4)-(9) each biochemical rate is expressed 
as a product of a rate constant () and the variables of the 
system subject to characteristic kinetic orders (g). Their 
metabolic meanings are listed in Table 1. Kinetic orders 
can have non-integer values [16]. This features greatly 
facilitate the modeling process since, in the absence of 
data on the detailed reaction mechanisms (see [20,21]), 
we proceed by condensing several processes into simpli- 
fied representations. This aggregation of information is 
conveniently represented by power-law expressions [16, 
20,22-24]. 

The mass balance equations for the kinetic model thus 
described are: 

d
0

d Phin Phout PhS PhA

PhS
V V R R

t
          (1) 

d
0

d S PhS a d XSD XSout

XS
R R R R V

t
         (2) 

d
0

d A PhA d a XAD

XA
R R R R

t
            (3) The model involves eighteen parameters (rate con- 

stants, kinetic orders and ; see Table 1) to be deter- 
 

Table 1. Model parameters. 

PhS Suspended cells phenol uptake rate constant 

PhA Adhered cells phenol uptake rate constant 

a Suspended cells adhesion rate constant 

d Adhered cells detachment rate constant 

XAD Adhered cells death rate constant 

XSD Suspended cells death rate constant 

gPhS1 Phenol concentration kinetic order for phenol uptake rate by suspended cells 

gPhS2 Suspended cell concentration order for phenol uptake rate by suspended cells 

gPhA1 Phenol concentration kinetic order for phenol uptake rate by adhered cells 

gPhA2 Adhered cells concentration kinetic order for phenol uptake rate by adhered cells 

gXSD1 Suspended cells concentration kinetic order for suspended cells death rate 

gXSD2 Phenol concentration kinetic order for suspended cells death rate 

gXAD1 Adhered cells concentration kinetic order for adhered cells death rate 

gXAD2 Phenol concentration kinetic order for adhered cells dead rate 

ga Suspended cells concentration kinetic order for suspended cells adhesion rate 

gd Adhered cells concentration kinetic order for adhered cells detachment rate 

AHPO Adhered cells growth yield on phenol at high phenol outlet concentration 

ALPO Adhered cells growth yield on phenol al low phenol outlet concentration 

SHPO Suspended cells growth yield on phenol at high phenol outlet concentration 

SLPO Suspended cells growth yield on phenol at low phenol outlet concentration 
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mined from seven different sets of experimental steady- 
states data taken from [11]. These parameter sets were 
estimated from two series of experimental data, as pro- 
vided by [11]; corresponding to conditions of low phenol 
output (LPO) and high phenol output (HPO). Estimates 
so obtained are unique for each parameter, except for the 
 where the estimation method yields a couple of them, 
HPO and LPO, which correspond to LPO and HPO 
conditions respectively. Five of these steady state are 
characterized by a low phenol input flux (VPhin) and an 
even lower phenol output flux (VPhout) while two show 
higher values of VPhin and VPhout. 

Each steady state is determined by the values of the 
independent variables and rates (3 concentrations and 3 
rates) and the eighteen parameters. Since there are less 
variables that parameters we have to face an identifiabil- 
ity problem; that is, different sets of parameters can ac- 
count for the same steady state [25]. We deal with this 
problem by searching for the parameter sets able to rep- 
resent the maximum number of experimental data at the 
most different operating conditions. 

For this purpose a Modified Genetic Algorithm was 
used for steady state parameter estimation [23,26]. The 
objective-function defined with this aim was set up in 
order to simultaneously accomplish with two wanted fea- 
tures of the solutions: to be stable and integrable. Stabil-
ity is a prerequisite for any solution to be biologically 
relevant while integrability refers to as the capacity of 
each parameter set to produce a numerical solution with 
an integration time lower than the actual experimental 
time when using a standard integration method. Both, 
stability and integrability were weighted by different fac- 
tors, in order to allow the fast discrimination among simi- 
lar sets of parameters. This composed objective function 
is defined as: 

Steady State Stability IntegrailityobjF F F F        (10) 

where 

2 2 2

Steady State

d d d

d d d

PhS BS BA
F

t t t
            
     

   (11) 

Stability Steady State
ˆ1000 , 0F F J          (12) 

Stability Steady State
ˆ0.45 , 0F F      J     (13) 

Integrability Steady State1000 , If not IntegrableF F   (14) 

Integrability Steady State0.45 , If IntegrableF F     (15) 

being [Ĵ] the Jacobi matrix determinant. 
A third requirement for the selection of the suitable 

solution parameter set is the system robustness. Robust- 
ness is defined in terms of the sensitivities of the systems 
response to changes is the system parameters. There are 

two types of sensitivities, those of the rate constants and 
those of the kinetics orders sensitivities [16,27,28]. A 
rate constant sensitivity is defined as the ratio of a rela- 
tive change in a dependent concentration, Xi or flux, Ri, 
to a relative change in a rate constant (j). The corre- 
sponding expression is where the subscript 0 refers to the 
steady state. Similarly, the kinetic order sensitivity coef-
ficients are defined as: 

   
 0

log
,

log
j ii

i j
j i j

XX
S X      

X




 

  
     

     (16) 

   
 0

log
,

log
j ii

i j
j i j

RR
S R      

R




 

  
     

      (17) 

where the subscript 0 refers to the steady state. Similarly, 
the kinetic order sensitivity coefficients are defined as: 

   
 0

log
,

log
j ii

i j
j i j

g XX
S X g      

g X g

  
     

     (18) 

   
 0

log
,

log
j ii

i j
j i j

g RR
S R g      

g R g

  
     

      (19) 

Sensitivity analysis offers a characterization of the 
quality of a model, since it indicates whether the model is 
able to tolerate structural changes. 

The systematic application of the above described search 
together with the sensitivity analyses of the model per- 
formance led us to the identification of five sets of pa- 
rameters yielding stable, integrable and robust steady 
states. All of them showed congruence with the experi- 
mental growth yield and phenol concentrations meas- 
urements observed in different, independent experiments. 

2.3. Model Selection 

The experimental data of the startup transient kinetics 
[17] were used for the selection of the parameter set that 
best represents the observed behavior. 

3. Results and Discussion 

As described in the previous sections, the model analysis 
leads to a final selection of five sets of parameters, each 
of which is able to describe the whole range of observed 
experimental behavior. However, these 5 sets can be 
grouped into 4 distinct operating scenarios as represented 
in Figure 2. In this figure, panels A and B correspond to 
situations where only one component of biomass shows 
significant uptake of phenol, RPhS (panel A) or RPhA 
(panel B). In both cases there is a high value of RXAD. 
However, while the rates in panel A Ra and Rd are negli- 
gible, in panel B Ra and Rd have significant values, be- 
ing always Rd greater than Ra. The remaining scenarios  

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.                                                                                  AM 
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Figure 2. Model predicted operating scenarios. In every 
panel a possible bioprocess operating scenario is presented 
as predicted by the model analysis. In all cases the arrow 
thickness reflects its relative value. A. Solution character- 
ized by showing only one significant Ph absorption rate 
(RPhS); negligible values of Ra and Rd and a high value of 
RXAD. B. Solution characterized by showing only one sig-
nificant phenol absorption flow rate (RPhA); significant val-
ues of Ra and Rd and a high value of RXAD. C. Solution char-
acterized by showing significant values of RPhS, RPhA, Ra and 
Rd (Rd being greater than Ra); RXSD lesser than RXAD and 
RPhS greater than RPhA. D. This solution is the same as C 
except for the fact that RPhS is of the same magnitude as 
RPhA. 

 
(panels C and D) correspond to intermediate situations 
between panels A and B. In these cases RPhS, RPhA, Ra and 
Rd have significant values (Rd being greater than Ra). The 
only differences are that in panel C RXSD is lesser than 
RXAD and RPhS greater than RPhA while in panel D these 
are of the same magnitude. 

Regarding the sensitivity analysis for the selected five 
sets showed varied values but the mean values in each of 
them was 8, thus indicating that in all the scenarios the 
model is robust enough. 

However, two of the scenarios showed in Figure 2 
(Panels A and B) are mutually exclusive, that is, each of 
them ascribe phenol uptake wholly to either suspended or 
adhered biomass, which is contrary to the observed proc- 
ess performance. Therefore these two sets are not further 
used for analysis. Note that all these alternative scenarios 
adjust to the experimental measurements carried out, and 
that the experimental set up and measurements made 
precluded the calculation of some of these process rates. 

For model selection and verification we compared the 
remaining scenarios (Panels C and D) with the observed 
dynamics in the same experimental set up but in different 
conditions. 

In Figure 3 it can be seen that, by using unpublished 
experimental transient kinetics data obtained by [17] in 
transient process at 1500 mg/L phenol feed, model pre- 
dictions based in the parameters set 3 (Panel C in Figure 
2; see Table 2) fits well with the system evolution in one 

of its key variables (the Phenol concentration); other pre- 
dicted variables (adhered biomass and suspended bio- 
mass concentrations) showing physiologically acceptable 
values. 

 

 

Figure 3. Transient and steady state measurements of un- 
converted phenol concentrations as compared to simulated 
phenol and suspended and adhered biomass concentrations 
using the parameters set 3 as reported in Table 2. Experi- 
mental data of phenol concentration (■) were taken from 
Ramon-Gallegos (2008) while continuous lines indicate the 
model predicted values. Black discontinuosus line: Phenol 
concentration; gray continuous line: adhered biomass; black 
continuous line: suspended biomass concentrations. Start- 
up transient process (0 - 280 h) and steady-state processes 
at different dilution rates (the values of which are shown in 
bold type) for continuous process at 1500 mg/L phenol feed. 

 
Table 2. Estimated parameter values for the identified pa- 
rameter set yielding a verified stable, integrable and robust 
steady state. 

Parameters  

PhS 5.646 

PhA 5.293 

a 6.346 

d 0.459 

XAD 0.446 

XSD 0.939 

gPhS1 0.125 

gPhS2 0.211 

gPhA1 0.007 

gPhA2 0.12 

gXSD1 0.001 

gXSD2 0.06 

gXAD1 0.032 

gXAD2 0.175 

ga 0.143 

gd 0.521 

AHPO 0.772 

ALPO 0.670 

SHPO 0.902 

SLPO 0.803 

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.                                                                                  AM 
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Figure 4(a) also illustrates another feature of the mo- 
del of the system; namely that the RPhA rate is less sensi- 
tive to the medium phenol concentration (PhS). Some 
possible mechanisms can account for this prediction. One 
is related to the supposition that XA mainly takes phenol 
from the liquid phase, the phenol in the carbon beads 
being depleted. Another explanation is based in the nega-
tive regulatory influence of PhS on RPhA through the 
combined kinetic order gPhA1 (see Figure 1 and Equa- 
tions (4) and (5)). This kinetic order quantifies two oppo- 
site effects of PhS on the RPhS rate; one being the positive 
influence of PhS as substrate for growth and one negative, 
as an stressing factor. A similar insensitivity pattern is 
observed with respect to RPhS rate, although of lesser 
magnitude. In this case the mechanism responsible could 
be the negative regulatory influence of PhS on RPhS 
through the combined kinetic order gPhS1. 

Accordingly, this parameter set was used to simulate 
the rates of the model. The rates were calculated versus 
phenol and adhered or suspended yeast concentrations, 
according to Equations (4)-(9). This is shown as Figure 
4. 

An interesting observation regarding the comparison 
of the calculated adhered (RPhS) and suspended (RPhA) 
biomass phenol uptake rates is that the first one is greater, 
as shown in Figure 4(a). Moreover, the estimated values 
of the suspended (S) and adhered (A) biomass growth 
yield parameters show that the values for the suspended 
biomass yield is higher (see Table 2). These results sug- 
gest that, in these conditions, the adhered biomass is 
subject to a higher stress than the suspended cells, re- 
sulting in an approximately 20% lesser growth yield for 
adhered yeasts. Several research reports provide experi- 
mental confirmation of this model finding [12,13,29]. 

 

 

Figure 4. A. Predicted dependence of the adhered (RPhA) and suspended (RPhS) biomass phenol uptake rates on the system 
variables XA, XS and PhS. B. Predicted dependence for the biomass lethality rates of the adhered (RXAD) and suspended (RXSD) 
biomass on the system variables XA, XS and PhS. C. Dependence of the biomass adhesion (Ra) and detachment (Rd) rates with 
respect to the dependent variables XS and XA, respectively. 
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In the same vein, it is observed (Figure 4(b)) that the 

highest rate of adhered biomass decay, RXAD, is higher 
than the highest rate of suspended biomass decay, RXSD. 
This model prediction has been experimentally observed 
in phenol biodegradation system using free and immobi- 
lized cells [12] and is in accordance to the hypothesized 
higher stress for adhered cell. Also, it is observed that the 
RXAD and RXSD rates are mostly insensitive to macroscopic 
changes in phenol concentration at the higher phenol 
concentrations. One of the underlying mechanisms to 
explain this alludes to the different phenol concentrations 
in the solid and the liquid phases. As it has been experi- 
mentally observed [29], adhered yeasts show higher stress 
response, the RXAD rate expression (see Equation (2)) re- 
flects this fact through the estimated values of the kinetic 
order gXAD2 and XAD. In the same Figure 4(b) it can 
be seen that both rates show saturation kinetics with re- 
spect to the biomass. 

In Figure 4(c), the evolution of the Ra and Rd values 
for the selected solution with respect to the biomass, XS 
and XA, respectively, is presented. It is observed that the 
Rd values are more linearly dependent on the adhered 
population concentration than Ra. Ra shows a steep line- 
arity with respect to the suspended yeas concentration at 
its lower values, and then more pronounced saturation- 
type kinetics, suggesting that adhesion surface becomes 
scarce. 

Optimization Strategies 

From the above analysis four optimization strategies can 
be suggested. The experimental observations and our model 
predictions show that the total amount of phenol de- 
graded increases as the phenol inflow increases too. This 
seems to be in contradiction with the fact that the phenol 
concentration negatively affects the biomass, in fact, the 
biomass decreases when the inflow of phenol in the bio- 
reactor (VPhin) is high. However, our model also predicts 
that these adverse effects on biomass are less dependent 
of the phenol concentration at high phenol loads. In this 
line, reference [30] found, in a spiral packed-bed reactor, 
that an activated-sludge culture maintained its phenol 
uptake rate constant up to a 150 mg·L–1·h–1 with almost 
complete phenol conversion. Also, reference [31] found 
that while C. tropicalis growth is inhibited by increasing 
phenol concentration, the inhibition rate decreases with 
phenol concentration. Thus, we can conclude that the 
bioprocess is more efficient degrading phenol when VPhin 
is high. This could be attributed to the fact that yeast in-
vests part of the consumed phenol in counteracting the 
stress condition. Accordingly, we propose the utilization 
of higher phenol input rates VPhin and the use of biore- 
actors in series, the first ones degrading most of the phe- 
nol and in the following the remains. 

A second line of improvement can be attained by in-
creasing the adhered biomass rate Ra. In fact several re-
ports emphasize the higher substrate up take rates by 
adhered as compared to suspended yeast cultures [13,29]. 
Since Ra is a function of XS it is advisable to increase the 
adhered biomass through the implementation of a cell 
recycler system. 

A third line of improvement refers to the carbon beads. 
We suggest the use of a greater area of the solid carriers 
in the reactor able to support higher levels of biomass, as 
reference [32] found when treating Pyrene with suspended 
or “chemicaly supported” (entrapment) or “physicaly 
supported” (adhered) C. tropicalis cells. This research 
concluded that adhered cells on large area carriers con- 
verted 62% Pyrene compared to 42% for suspended cells 
in batch culture. 

Finally, our model indicates that we should address the 
lethality rate. The choice of a more resistant strain against 
high phenol concentrations, rather than a faster growing 
strain, since it reduces the biomass loss, would enhance 
the biotransformation. 

4. Conclusion 

Our work suggests, based on a well informed mathemati- 
cal model, a set of improvements to a phenol bioreme- 
diation biotechnological process. The modeled system 
consists in a continuous bioreactor of adhered and sus- 
pended Candida tropicalis yeast where phenol is incur- 
porated at a constant rate to the bioreactor. We found out 
that increasing phenol input over the values used in pre- 
vious studies (about 50 mg·L–1·h–1, [1]) and increasing 
the amount of particle adhered yeasts produced an in- 
crease in the phenol degradation rate. Also it is found that 
the arrangement in series of a set of bioreactors combined 
with the increase of the phenol input rate can upgrade the 
phenol elimination yield. Our result also shows that the 
death rate of biomass is critical in limiting the phenol 
uptake. We conclude that a key strategy to significantly 
improve the phenol bioremediation process is through the 
use of more resistant strain against phenol of Candida 
tropicalis. 
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